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September 2021

Review by Martin Slater
Laura Snowden recital
at the West Meon Music Festival on Saturday 11th September 2021

at All Saints Church, East Meon, 11.30 am

This concert, whilst small and intimate in size and venue, was still signif icant in
three respects. It was Laura’s f irst live performance since March 2020, with the
reason for this being obvious to all present. Furthermore, it was just the second
concert that Southampton Classical Guitar Society has promoted since
audiences have been freely allowed to attend. And third, this concert was one
of a series in memory of John Coffey, a founding member of the Society, and
subsidised from the sale of his extensive library of books about, and music for,
the classical guitar.

Laura studied with Julian Bream and actually played at his recent funeral in
2020, which just goes to show how respected she was by the great man. To
follow such genius is indeed no task for the faint-hearted!

The programme of this lunch time concert featured just three composers, the
Paraguayan Agustin Pio Barrios (Mangore) (1885-1944), the Brazilian Heitor Villa-
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Laura's performance of This Changing
Sky at Koninklijk Conservatorium in
Brussels is available on Youtube here.

Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959)

Lobos (1887-1959) and Laura herself . First to be played was the Prelude to La
Catedral by Barrios and Laura commenced this immediately without
introduction. As she had not yet announced that this was her f irst post-
lockdown performance, this gentle introductory piece was evidently used as a
settling warm-up but nevertheless, smoothly and atmospherically played.

At this point, Laura put her guitar aside and gave the audience a short talk. This
is where she revealed her current situation. Whilst she was delighted to f inally
be back performing to a live audience, she was still aware of the effects of
isolation on a personal level as her partner and confidante had gone to Norway
on his business travels. She was, nevertheless, looking forward to seeing her
parents in particular, soon after the concert. For this reason she was going to
make a quick departure and sadly not meeting concert-goers personally.

The second piece in the programme was the f irst of four compose by Laura
herself . This Changing Sky was written in the spring of 2015 for a f irst
performance at St.John’s Smith Square. The planned concert was to feature
the music of John Tavener whose music was very much inspired by meditative
cum religious notions. As Laura has said “With this (ie- Tavener) in mind, I wrote
a meditative piece of music in which the sounds themselves- and the
silences- were important”. One aspect of Laura’s performance of this piece
(and subsequently other of her works) is the fact that she actually
accompanies her playing with a vocal line- something that connects her
thinking as a composer even more closely with that of Tavener than might
otherwise have been expected, and also akin to the much earlier works of Tallis
and Byrd. Very appropriate for a venue such as a church; the piece certainly
created an ethereal atmosphere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV0dz4pN4B4


The following f ive Preludes by Villa-Lobos stand in stark contrast to Laura’s
music. We were suddenly back in South America with pieces that could not be
more f irmly grounded. No ethereality here but four comparatively riotous
Brazilian outings with surprise nod to the European genius of J.S.Bach in the
middle. Whilst the reviewer is perfectly familiar with these pieces, the titles the
composer evidently gave them were new to me and an interesting new
window into the thinking behind their composition: 

No. 1 - to the Brazilian country dweller; 

No. 2 - to the rascal of Rio, the Malandro Carioca; 

No. 3 - to Bach (J.S.); 

No. 4 - to the Brazilian Indios; 

No. 5 - to the social life “to the fresh faced young boys and girls who go to
concerts and the theatre in Rio”. 

All of  these were wonderfully played by Laura, but you were maybe left with the
impression that none of the illustrated individuals would breach decorum.

The next three pieces on the programme were all once more Laura’s
compositions. The f irst was titled L’etoile et la rose. At this point it is appropriate
to mention that Laura’s parentage is Anglo-French and that the book that
inspired this piece is a work in French and in the tradition of symbolism
pioneered by the poetry of Stephane Mallarme (1842-98). The subsequent
inf luence this had on Claude Debussy (1862-1918) in his realization of those
words in music via the revolutionary Prélude à l'Après-midi d'un Faune is
perhaps reflected in Laura’s response to the book Le Petit Prince by Antoine de
Saint-Exupery (1900-44). This book conjures a childlike world involving an
ethereal star and the tenderness of a rose and Laura explains “(I was)- trying to
imagine the music the little prince would have brought with him from his
strange little star”. To the auditor this music was again of an ethereal nature
which is similar to the response Laura had to the music of John Tavener, so it
begins to feel like we are witnessing the emergence of something approaching
a “Tavener” school of musical thought. Again, we were treated to a vocal line in
this interestingly evocative piece.



The second piece was titled “The
Strange World of Spiders”. This piece
was commissioned by the
International Guitar Foundation for
their Young Artist Platform and the
London International Guitar
Competition 2019. Laura’s inspiration
for this piece was the sight of spiders
on a large window against the
backdrop of a pink evening sky after a
(perhaps sultry) summer day; a piece
of perhaps spidery, silky lines of a
simpler nature with the young artists
in mind and, this time I do not think I
noticed a vocal line- if  there were
such it would certainly be interesting
to hear from another performer!

Vitor Noah Moraes Sandes, an IGF Young

Artist, performed Laura's commission in 2019

The f inal programmed piece was
another stern wake-up call in the
shape of the exuberant Vals Op. 8 No.
4  by Paraguayan composer Agustín
Barrios Mangoré (1885-1944), just to
show that Laura can, when called
upon, produce dazzling virtuosity.

Barrios was from the Guanari peoples of

South America. He occasionally dressed in

traditional Guaraní garments for

performances and would go by the

pseudonym Nitsuga Mangoré (Agustín

spelled backwards, and Mangoré being a

folkloric chief hero of the Guarani people).

The last of Laura’s own pieces in the programme was a short piece called Song
for Maria which was named after her younger sister and written for the LCM
syllabus during the 2020 lockdown - another piece in the style that Laura
seems to be making her own- contemplative and thoughtful.

The appreciative applause was followed by a short encore, the Celtic folsong
The Paring Glass, arranged for guitar by Laura, herself .

     But I softly rise and I gently call

     Goddnight and joy be with you all!

Then further applause after which the audience departed suitably calmed and
contented.



 

Martin Slater
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